1. PROVIDE 120V/240V, SINGLE PHASE, 3-WIRE SERVICE WITH GROUND.
2. CONCRETE FOUNDATION/SUB-MINIMUM OF: DEEP, 3,000 PSI MINIMUM (28 DAY
AD.): THE FOUNDATION/SUB SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF 24" WIDER THAN THE
BASING FOOT PRINT DIMENSIONS. THIS IS TO PROVIDE A 1:24 CONCRETE BORDERS ON EACH SIDE OF THE BUILDING.
3. ADAPTABLE 3-D WROUGHT ANCHOR BOLTS. SUGGESTED SIZE: 3/8" X 48" POWER
FASTENERS "POWER STUD" CATALOG #7332.
4. COUNTER: 25" DEEP PAINTED GALVANIZED STEEL MOUNTED 32" ABOVE FLOOR.
5. PAINTED STANCE DRAWER—BENCH COUNTERTOP.
6. DOOR: 36" WIDE SWINGING STEEL WITH WEATHER-STRIPING, BALL BEARING
BALL BEARING BOLTS, SAFETY GLAZING, HYDRAULICLY-CLOSER, LEEV HANDLE LOCK AND
7. HARDWARE.
8. 2" DIAMETER HOLE IN COUNTER FOR DROP CORDS.
9. SWITCH FOR INTERIOR LIGHT.
10. OPTIONAL THERMOSTAT CONTROL.
11. WALL MOUNTED THERMOSTAT FOR OPTIONAL AIR CONDITIONER.
12. RECEPTACLE FOR OPTIONAL AIR CONDITIONER.
NOTE-PAR-KUT BOOTHS ARE OF SINGLE UNIT WELDED STEEL CONSTRUCTION,
FACTORY ASSEMBLED AND DELIVERED SET UP. FAILURE TO SECURELY ANCHOR A BOOTH MAY RESULT IN OVER TURNING OF UNIT AND SERIOUS INJURY TO OCCUPANT.
A. GLAZING - TEMPERED SAFETY GLAZING SET IN PAINTED STEEL EXTERIOR
WINDOW FRAMES WITH REMOVABLE ALUMINUM INTERIOR GLAZING STOPS. PAINTED
FINISH SHALL BE SAME COLOR OF CHOICE. IRON POLYVINYLCHLORIDE HIGH GLOSS
INDUSTRIAL CONTAINS SHALL BE APPLIED TO ALL EXPOSED METAL SURFACES.
B. ELECTRICAL - ALL WIRING BY PAR-KUT TO BE #12 (MIN) STRANDED COPPER, THIN
ENCLOSED IN STEEL JUNCTION BOXES. ALL NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE. ALL ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT WILL BE LISTED BY U.L. OR EQUIVALENT RECOGNIZED NATIONAL
TESTING LABORATORY. ALL WIRING TO TERMINATE AT C.B. PANEL. ALL CIRCUITS
HAVE GREEN GROUND WIRE.
C. A COUNTER FOR THE LIGHT FIXTURE, SWINGING DOOR, 2" DIAMETER HOLE
D. FIRE EXTINGUISHER-MODEL 75HCG
E. HARDWARE.
F. REMOVABLE LIFTING RINGS ARE PROVIDED ON ROOF.
G. A COUNTER-LINE IN FLOOR FOR ELECTRICAL SERVICE ENTRANCE TO C.B. PANEL.
H. ELECTRIC SERVICE 12 SPACE, 120/240V, 250 AMP MAIN BREAKER INCLUDED. ALL BRANCH BREAKERS FOR FACTORY INSTALLED DEVICES PROVIDED.
I. FIELD DRILLED ANCHOR DETAIL NO SCALE
J. PEN DRILLED ANCHOR BOLT DETAIL
K. NOT INCLUDED.